
Emotions in
play despite
rationality
The subconscious has a
greater role in decision-
making than people think

ANDREW MAIN

WHAT sort of mental processes do y ou
go through when you are choosing a fi-
nancial product? Crystalline logic, you
would like to think, with lots of mental
checklists and eye contact, perhaps.

Paul Harrison of Deakin University,
who has a Ph.D in consumer behav-
iour, isn't so confident and he is well
enough regarded in his field that he
found himself fronting the ASIC Sum-
mer School last week for a provocative
session.

"People are impatient, intelligent
beings," he says ominously. He notes
that we use both emotional and ratio-
nal behaviour when making choices
and there's a lot of subconscious at
work, so it's nothing like as clear-cut as
we would like to imagine.

He calls it the "dual processing
model" and makes it clear that the
emotional side gets a lot more air time
than we lovers of rationality would
imagine.

"If the rational side gets over-
whelmed, we use emotional peripher-
als like establishing trust, and how we
feel our relationship is with the person
selling to us," he said.

(Harrison and colleagues recently
made a short film Shutting the Gates

about sales techniques that was vot-
ed one of Australia's top 100 short films
in 2010.
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It shows how a mathematics coach-
ing salesman coaxes anxious parents,
like sheep, through a series of decision
"gates" until the only course of action
they are likely to take is to sign up for
the course. It shows him talking to the
family, alternating with standing out-
side the house to explain what he's ac-
tually doing.)

Maybe it's no surprise that our
emotional side gets played on but a
worse problem, in his view, is that in
making decisions, we go for whatever
information there is that requires the
least cognitive effort.

And choice? He didn't say this, but
anyone who buys tinned tuna at the
supermarket knows that's not always a
help. "The very provision of choice can
be paralysing and debilitating," he says,
citing a 2006 study that found six
choices produced a better outcome
than 24.

And cooling-off periods? "They
don't work because by then it's too late,"
he says. "Once a person owns some-
thing, they value it more and are un-
likely to give it up," he says, adding that
the ego creates defences such as apathy
that will ensure the product doesn't get
sent back.

"We are all less rational than we
think we are," he concludes.

So what's the answer? Catriona
Lowe, co-chief executive of the Con-
sumer Action Law Centre who went on
a panel with Harrison, said disclos-
ure of the sort found in product disclos-
ure statements is usually thought of as
the solution but that "there's a vast gap
between disclosure and being in-
formed."

Harrison said critical thinking, or
scepticism, is a good approach, as part
of the research that will provide the
best outcome.

GREG SCULLIN

A skilled salesmen can herd clients to where he wants them

"Ws sometimes wrongly described
as negative thinking," he said.

Geoff Lloyd, group executive pri-
vate wealth at Perpetual, demolished
one conventional view by saying that
high net-worth individuals are not
necessarily better informed about
financial products "even if they're
worth $30, $40 , $50 million".

He joked that anyone who doubted
inertia plays a big role in investment
decisions need only take one look at
the stocks in his personal portfolio to
see its effects.

And he concluded that the best deci-
sions on financial products follow one-
on-one conversations with good plan-
ners. That's his job, of course, but he has
a point.

"There's nothing like having a good
adviser looking a client in the eye and
asking them straight, do you under-
stand this?"
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